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Immerse in Your Private Oasis with The Kona PPZ-534L
The Patio Kona PPZ-534L is an ideal spa for small families, empty nesters, and
baby boomers. You can fit this portable spa inside or outside in any niche.
Leaving a small footprint of 64”x84”x34” with 33 Candy Cane Jets, LED cascade
waterfall, 5” Spa multi-colored spa light, and Y-Pillows for ultimate relaxation.
Intuitively control the Kona PPZ-534L by using the Cal Spas full colored Oval
Control panel. Easily change the jet pressure, filter cycles, and so much more
with the Cal Spas Oval Control.
Built with the WhisperHotTM Heating System, which utilizes a Cal Spas
exclusive 5.5Kw Titanium Heater. The Kona PPZ-534L has Thermo-Shield
insulation side panels and Thermo-layer floor with ABS liner.
The Kona PPZ-534L has 3 cabinet colors available such as Mahogany, Smoke, &
Mist. The Cal Spas Hot Tub Covers has the option to come in Gray or Slate.
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The Kona PPZ-534L comes equipped with everything needed to have a full
throttle hydrotherapy experience. If you would like to add or upgrade features,
you can choose to upgrade the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable Therapy System Plus
Perimeter LED Lighting
24/7 Filteration
Cal Spas Wi-Fi
Freedom Sound System

ABOUT CAL SPAS ®Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces premium
collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona, California
and distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers. The Cal
Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim spas.
Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor
fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home Resort Living and find a local
authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.

